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Introduction and Index 

Thank you to those who contributed in any way to our reminisces of living in the Sixties. 

A decade of change between the relative poverty of the fifties to the more affluent 

Seventies.  

This document is in ‘no particular order’ and I have tried, by including an Index, to point you 

to anything you may be particularly interested in but many contributions contain a variety 

of memories.   

 

I have a few contributions that I am either not sure or just do not know who wrote them, it 

you read something and think ‘I wrote that’ let me know and I will change the ‘anon’ 

wording. 

1.  Home life memories   Wendy Mustill 

2. Teen years at home      Sue Beardon 

3. Memories of the great gale in 1962   Anita Robinson 

4. Toilet training                 Brian Clark 

5. Do you remember……  photos 

6. Moving house in 1962  John Dixon  

7. Home life memories        Shelagh Woolliscroft 

8. Men and women’s work     Anon 

9. Special memories     Christine  Shepherd 

10. Love in a cold climate    Denise West 

11. Living in a prefab      Clive Bellamy 

12. Couple of memories from Stephanie Dixon 

13. Things we collected     Stephanie Dixon 

14. Laundry in the sixties        Anon 

15. Photos from Lyn Armstrong 

16. A personal account of the generation gap 

17. One memory of the sixties    Janet Taylor 

18. Getting married and buying a house     Brenda Scott 

19. Childhood memories     Richard Carey        

20. My life in the sixties   Wendy Woodhouse 

21. Scrapbook memories   Nicky Husbands  

 

 

 

Put together by Stephanie Dixon.     Email  stephdixon247@gmail.com 

 



 

1.  Memories of home life from Wendy Mustill 
 

The biggest change for our family's lifestyle between the 50s and 60s was after my mother became critically 

ill in 1960. After her recovery she lost her Christian faith. Prior to that every Sunday was observed 

religiously. Outside play was not allowed, and indoor activity was restricted to reading or playing board 

games quietly. We went to morning service then to Sunday School in the afternoon dressed in our best 

clothes. We lived in a small Welsh village where everything was closed on Sundays including the 2 pubs, 

and the streets were more or less deserted apart from churchgoing. 

 

From 1960 onwards, we still went to morning service but after Sunday lunch we then went out for 

excursions in the car, something which had previously not happened even though Dad got his first car in 

1957. There was no frivolity though - it was always educational such as a castle or somewhere for a good 

healthy walk. When we acquired an old caravan, things relaxed a bit and the beach was allowed at 

weekends. 

 

As there was hardly anything organised for children or teenagers in the village except Brownies, Guides, 

Cubs and Scouts, my sister and I were thrown back on our own devices for entertainment in school holidays. 

We used to roam freely across fields and lanes, and up the mountain, or go out on our bikes. We would ride 

for miles and be out all day. The only thing we were frightened of were the gypsy encampments and their 

dogs.   

 

From 1963 I attended a grammar school 5 miles from home so in the holidays it was very difficult to meet 

up with friends who could live up to 10 miles away in other isolated villages.  It got more and more boring 

to be on my own in the village as I grew into a restless teenager so I used to go and stay with my 

grandparents in Liverpool during the school holidays, which was much more exciting! We didn't even have 

a telephone until I was 15 in 1967. The main advantage now looking back was that I just got on with 

schoolwork during the week as there was literally nothing else to do for the few young people in the 

community. 

 

I learnt lots of useful life skills during my 60s adolescence. I learnt how to play the piano, how to sew and 

knit my own clothes, how to bake, and most importantly how to keep myself occupied by walking, reading, 

studying, drawing or writing etc. To this day I prefer my own company and am never bored although I have 

lived on my own for long periods in my life. 

 

Our family social life was almost exclusively the extended family. My father was reclusive and hated 

participating in social activities or strangers coming into his home. I think that was a result of 6 years' 

service in the RAF throughout the war. Our friends were not made welcome and could only use the dining 

room! This all eased up a bit towards the end of the 60s when we started having boyfriends, but they were 

always viewed with intense suspicion. 

 

If we visited it was nearly always to our numerous relatives in Liverpool. We all got together at Christmas 

and at weekends they also came to stay in our caravan on the North Wales coast.  

 

I found the atmosphere in our nuclear family as well as the village generally very claustrophobic and 

parochial. My parents argued a lot and there was nowhere to escape from it. There were also lots of petty 

rules and not a lot of fun at all. As the decade unfolded it seemed to me that all the fun was going on in other 

parts of the country and was completely by-passing non-conformist Welsh villages! At the age of 12 I 

decided my way out was university so I just worked steadily towards that goal and so it proved. When I left 

at 18 I never returned to live in that village again and in fact my parents themselves left it in 1974 and 

emigrated abroad. 

  

 

 



 

Inside of our vintage 1930s caravan – hardly the lap of luxury! 

 

 

 

Family get together at Christmas, early 1960s 

                                                          Wendy Mustill 
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Teen years at home:  Sue Beardon 
 
I was quite a gadabout and don't remember being at home much. When 
I was it was with a whole lot of friends who came round to play our 
piano. Someone taught me to play the opening bars of the Moody Blues 
"Go now" and I drove my parents mad playing it. And we also had 
guitars and banjos. In the summer we would take our guitars down to the 
open-air swimming pool. One of the people I played with there went on 
to form a band called Fairport Convention. 
 
 On Saturdays, we would go to Notting Hill to Portobello Road market 
and spend our pocket money on second hand clothes, old army jackets, 
feather boas, bell bottom jeans etc. If my parents went out at the 
weekends we would ask friends round for parties. At one of these parties 
someone managed to pull the phone out of the wall, and once one of my 
friends had a suede jacket stolen. 
 
At home we always had a lot of people passing through from places like 
South Africa and Iron curtain countries. My mum hosted Anti-apartheid 
meetings in our front room and exiles from South Africa often came by. 
One of my cousins married a white South African girl and went to live 
there, and when we went to family occasions my father would warn us, 
on pain of death, not to raise the issue of apartheid.  
 
Although we were Jewish, in my own home we didn't celebrate any of 
the holidays, but at Passover we would always be invited to a Seder 
night at one of my uncles' houses. There the youngest cousin would 
have to ask the questions Jews traditionally ask at Passover about our 
exodus from Egypt.  
 
I went to the local grammar school and did well even though I don't 
remember doing any work! Most girls at school had pictures of pop stars 
under their desk lids. I had a photo of Rudolf Nureyev, the ballet dancer. 
However, when the Rolling Stones came on the scene everything 
changed. I once disobeyed my mum and went off with friends to an all-
night Rolling Stones concert in Tottenham. My mother stayed up half the 
night waiting for me to come home. My father was furious. I must have 
driven them both balmy!  
 
 I wasn't unhappy at home and I thought the world of my parents. They 
taught me how not to just go along with the herd, and I am grateful for 
that. They helped me appreciate there was a whole big world out there 
and to be curious about it.   



 
 
 
 
 

HAPPY  DAYS  GROWING  UP 
 
 
 
 

 
 
          Sue Beardon 
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    Memories of the great gale of 1962              Anita Robinson 

 
One of the things I remember most vividly is my brother waking me up to say that 
the storm seemed to be threatening to blow his window in.  We were sitting on my 
bed chatting when there was an almighty crash, we rushed out of the room to find 
one of the chimneys had blown through the roof, leaving a gaping hole in my 
brother’s bedroom, the chimney bricks were scattered all over his bed so, if he 
hadn't come to me he could have been seriously injured. 
 
The following morning, he & I set off together (me to cross the city to school, he to 
go to University) we picked our way down the road through lots of debris - bricks, 
garden sheds, dustbins etc., to find, when we got to the bus stop, that all the glass 
had blown in, not only on the bus shelter but on Dempsey's shoe shop.  The 
pavement was littered with a sad collection of shoes! However, the bus came on 
time! 
 
When I arrived at school a very tall tree in the grounds had been half wrenched out 
of the ground & was swaying alarmingly near to several classroom windows.  We 
were told in assembly that if we were in one of the affected rooms to sit away from 
the window!  These days the entire school would be closed until the tree was 
chopped down. 
 
It took several weeks for our roof to be repaired.  Meanwhile, the television aerial 
was fixed to a tree in the back garden.  To get any sort of picture one person had to 
climb the tree and twiddle it, while another one had to yell instructions out of the 
dining room window in a relay from a third person looking at the television in the 
living room! 
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Toilet Training                                            Brian Clark 

From birth, I lived at 324 Woodseats Road in terraced housing with a common passageway 

to four properties – two on each of the passageway. Each ‘pair’ shared a yard at in was 

common practice for neighbours to take it in terms using whitening on things like steps. 

Next door’s  (outside) toilet was immediately adjacent to their house and ours was joined 

to theirs, which means the occupants of 324 had to walk across the yard and past part of 

the neighbours garden to get to the loo.  

 

 

 

 

 

The toilet door was ill-fitting – there was a gap at the bottom, and sitting on the loo in 

wintery weather, was a case of watching snow blowing under the bottom of the door.  

In my early memories loo paper was squares of newspaper pushed on to a nail sticking out 

of the toilet door.  There was also no electricity through to the loo, which meant that, at 

night, dad had to cross the yard first to light the candle that hung precariously on the beam 

that supported the water tank. For night time ‘calls’ we had ‘potties’ under the bed. I have 

a memory about how, one morning, my mother lost her step whilst carrying the potties 

downstairs (to empty them) – but I shall draw a veil over that! 

In the early sixties we succumbed to sophistication, and had real toilet paper  - no not even 

the dreaded Izal, but something smoother from the Fine Fare that replaced the Woodseats 

Palace cinema.  My dad also ran an electric cable across to the loo.  Luxury!  But still the 

snow blew under the door! 

This all changed in the mid sixties when we had an indoor loo installed in the bathroom.  

The only problem now was that my parents had to walk through my bedroom to get there, 

so my parents ‘potties’ remained.  

 

 

 

 

 

324 
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Remember ………. 

Izal Toilet paper 

 

 

Starlight Rhapsody Transistor like Christine Shepherd owned and lasted through teenage 

years, student years until she entered the world of work.  

      

 

 

Twin tub washing machine like Christine Shepherd’s parents bought for £59  in 1960
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Moving House in 1962                                                                                                        John Dixon 

 

Previously we had lived on the Wybourn Estate in a two-bedroom Council House. Heating was an open coal 

fire with a back boiler for hot water, therefore upstairs was very cold in Winter. Conversely in summer we 

had to keep the fire going if we wanted hot water. The toilet was off the back porch, opposite the “coal-

hole”, and again in winter a visit could be quite character building. We had a gas cooker and a hot water 

copper in the kitchen for washing clothes. Electrical fittings were very sparse, a single light in each room 

with a Bakelite and a single power point downstairs. We sometimes power electrical devices using an 

adapter in the light fitting. Until the 1950s upstairs lighting had been gas. The gas & electricity supplies 

came via coin in the slot meters (one shilling, I think).  

In 1962 we applied to move to the new Hyde Park development and were allocated a “flat” on Hyde Park 

Terrace. Our new house was technically a “maisonette” not a flat because it had four levels. There were 

two main floors and two mezzanine floors. There were three bedrooms, a bathroom/toilet, living room 

with large windows commanding view of the city, fitted kitchen and a second toilet on the lower main 

floor. We entered by a door leading onto the main terrace walkway, similar to the “Streets in the Sky” of 

Park Hill.  The kitchen had a balcony to the rear of the premises. There was ample lighting and electrical 

sockets in all rooms. The house was centrally heated from the district heating system powered from the 

municipal incinerator. Our weekly rent of 18/6d included heating and all external maintenance. A novel 

feature was the “Garchy” waste disposal system. The kitchen sink had a removable base about 300mm (12 

inches) diameter beneath which was a large chamber. Waste of any kind could be placed in this chamber 

which, when full could be emptied by pulling a plunger. The waste would then flow though pipes to a 

central location from which it was transported to the incinerator. 

Compared with our previous home, this was luxury. In the early days, it was common to see visitors from 

all parts of the world being shown around the development which was regarded as an example of 

architectural innovation. 

 

 

 

 

Hyde Park flats being built. 
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  Shelagh Wooliscroft  remembers 

 



 

8          Anon contributor 
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Christine Shepherd writes about her special memories of the sixties 
 
Getting a portable transistor radio (KB Starlight Rhapsody in royal blue plastic 
with applied silver stars and dial) which lasted me for years through university 
and cost, I believe, 18 guineas in 1959.  
 
Coming in to see the enormous mechanical computer at Sheffield Uni in c. 
1968 is another memory. 
 
Other things like watching BBC 2 when you had to have a separate aerial to 
receive it. I went next door, where my friend’s Gran had a special set to watch 
The Forsyte Saga.  
 
 Then there was my Telefunken reel to reel tape recorder-Tandberg ones in 
school-very heavy! 
 
 Cinema films sometimes broke down mid-showing. I guess they were oldish 
copies which did this because it happened in out of town cinemas more than 
city centre ones, I think. 
 
 At home, we got a twin tub washing machine with electric blue tubs by Rolls - 
he sold direct to the public. I think this cost £59 in 1959/60. This was a big 
advance on the single tub electric washing machine with mangle over. We even 
used the mechanical minute timer on the twin tub to time a boiled egg! Extra 
versatility!    
 
 I also remember us getting a Hoover Constellation-a metal ball shaped cylinder 
vacuum based on the hovercraft technology so it ‘floated’ along easily.   
 
We had a telephone in 1962 which was GPO two tone green, before STD. Our 
neighbour, a wealthy widow with property didn’t have one and occasionally we 
took calls from her daughter in Cornwall and I ran around to fetch her to the 
phone! 
 
There you have the gist of some of my observations, really! They are essentially 
memories of a teenager mixed with some domestic ones. 
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                                               LOVE IN A COLD CLIMATE.                    Denise West. 
 

It was January 1963 and at a dance I had met a boy. We were together all evening, chatting and enjoying 
each other’s company. He took me to the bus- stop to go home and we arranged another date.  
 
Being in my late teens the weather held little interest for me and had not yet become the sole topic to open 
a conversation with. However, even I had become aware of the snow that was falling…..  and falling and 
that we were bang in the middle of the “ BIG CHILL“. 

 
Storms and blizzards raged around us all week. I managed to get to School on a dedicated bus but it was 
becoming more and more difficult every day.  I slept in an attic bedroom and there was ice on the inside of 
the window. Temperatures plummeted, rivers froze over and I remember the television relating that all 
outside toilets were out of bounds and unusable. 
 
By Friday of that week, and my date night, I was in despair. Buses were hardly running and living in 
Crookes one of the highest parts of Sheffield did not fill me with hope. Reluctantly I had already decided my 
stiletto shoes were off the agenda and wellington boots did not fit my idea of “glamour “.   
 
We had arranged to meet in town at Coles Corner the usual spot where young Sheffielders met, but I had 
to get there. My Mum thought I was mad even trying to go but I did not know where he lived or his phone 
number and I liked him.  I stood at the bus - stop for 45 minutes 
but nothing came. I started out to walk but the snow drifts made the pavements impossible to negotiate and 
just a few minutes left me fighting for breath and sweating. 
 
I was just about to give up when a bent figure in a coat came up the middle of the road. It was him.  
 
“How have you found me “?    shouted. 
 
He remembered I lived at Crookes and he had walked from Broomhill where the bus had terminated in the 
hope I was still hanging around waiting.  We fell into the nearest pub and warmed up before he had to 
tackle the walk home. 
 
Was it worth it?  Yes, it was.   Reader, I married him.  
 

 

 

 



11     Living in a prefab                                               Clive Bellamy 

 

1960s Sheffield I spent my teenage years living in a prefab in Totley and they were very happy days indeed. 

Our prefab had brown paintwork (some were green) with the walls being cream. The walls seemed to be 

made of compressed cardboard and there was a brick base. The garden was really large with a massive 

expanse of grass to the front (some had enormous back gardens as the prefabs were staggered) and our 

back garden adjoined fields and woods. I spent virtually all my spare time there. The prefabs were 

deceptively large and were generally well liked. Our kitchen had a cooker, washing machine, sink/drainer, a 

good size table and a pantry. The living room was big enough for a 3-piece suite, TV, large radiogram, piano 

and a drop-leaf table (used on Sundays). The fire had metal closing doors. There was a central hallway with 

a roof vent and an airing cupboard.  However, there was no light in the hall and it was very dark with all the 

doors closed. There were two good sized bedrooms and in my friend's house one of the bedrooms had 

been divided into two with a single bed in one side and a double in the other. The bathroom was large with 

an enormous bath. All rooms had air vents in the wall near the ceiling and one year snow blew in and there 

was a small pile on my parents' bed! There was an open porch by the front door with a wooden 'lattice' 

which we sometimes used to climb onto the roof. Behind the front door was a small room which was ideal 

for storing prams, bicycles etc. Electrical sockets were round 3-pin with a 15-amp socket in the living room 

and 5 amp elsewhere. An outside coalhouse was built with brick ends and a corrugated iron arched roof. 

There was no crime or trouble - many people left their doors unlocked. I often left my brand-new bike at 

the top of the garden by the road and it was always there the next morning.  

 

 

 

                                 

  I clearly remember the gales in 1962. Our prefab roof creaked quite alarmingly and I remember my father 

staring at it hoping it would stay in place! I later learned that none of the Totley prefabs suffered damage 

but most of the ones at the top of East Bank Road were destroyed. The lack of damage was odd, as some 

brick-built houses suffered major damage as chimney stacks supporting aerials collapsed through roofs. I 

had a newspaper round at the time and remember seeing one house on Baslow Road, (which I think is now 



Baslow Road surgery), badly damaged with a big hole in the roof and piles of bricks on the drive. As I later 

made my way to catch the bus to school I was 'chased' by a flying roof tile – a near miss.  

I also have some vivid memories of the heavy snowfalls of 1962-63. One day the snow had drifted against 

the prefab and was level with the roof at one side, yet there was virtually none at the other side. The side 

with the snow was our usual path to the back door. My father cleared the path and I remember walking 

through a 'tunnel' of snow which was much higher than I was.  The snow remained for ages, in fact much 

of it just turning to hard-packed ice. Local families would congregate at 'Wings Hill' (now overgrown) where 

there was a steep path ideal for sledging. A 'hump' was constructed near the bottom and I have a (very 

poor) photograph of my friend going over this – his sledge was airborne and he was also airborne but 

above the sledge! Most years the sledge track stopped at the bottom where it was wet and sludgy, but in 

1963 this was all frozen and the sledge would continue down the icy path, onto the private road which led 

to Woodthorpe Hall (also frozen) down the road for a way, then down another bank onto the frozen Totley 

Brook. 

 One day we were just ready to set off on holiday when a letter arrived giving us notice to quit and offering 

a new council house on Fraser Drive. My father concluded that there was little he could do until after our 

holiday, so off we went. On our return, we found that a row of only five prefabs had been given this notice, 

yet they were surrounded by others who had not. Two of our neighbours had already moved (including 

one who was looking after our cat – which disappeared never to be seen again). My father, (a council 

employee) queried this odd state of affairs with the council, who decided to withdraw the notices and 

extend the life of the prefabs. All five families were offered the option of either a brand-new house on 

Fraser Drive or to retain the prefab tenancies. It was agreed to stick together and the final decision as to 

what to do was left to my father.  We remained in the prefabs and the two neighbours, who had moved 

out, returned. Such was the love for those prefabs.  The location may well have had something to do with 

it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

12               Memories from Stephanie Dixon 

 

 

In the garden of our house, near London, 1960 (approx.) in my guide uniform. 

I was very proud of my uniform and looked after it very well, being meticulous that I polished my badge, 

had my tie correct and always had my money in case I needed to make a phone call. I had a brown lanyard 

signifying that I was a pack leader and helped the local Brownie pack.  I later went on to be an assistant 

guider with the Brownies.    My memories include the fact that the day John F. Kennedy was shot I was 

helping the Brownies at a first aid competition.  

When my parents moved from this house, they took a cutting of the peony, that I am standing next to in 

this picture.  Every time we have moved, we have taken a cutting and today we have a flourishing peony in 

our present garden.     

This is the house where I was born and brought up.  

 My parents lived there until 1974. 

We were about 3 miles from Wembley and could hear the cheering from the stadium on occasions.   

 



  

13          Things we collected and other memories                  Stephanie  

Green Shield Stamps. Collecting these started in 1958 and was a scheme that rewarded shoppers with 

stamps that could be used to buy gifts from a catalogue. It was very popular for quite a few years but 

gradually decreased in popularity, and eventually cash could also be used as well to buy things.  In 1991 the 

stamps were withdrawn and the operation took on the name of Argos.  My mother was a keen collector of 

these stamps and would buy things for the home. 

 

My brother collected bus tickets but sadly one day my father and brother had an argument and my father 

threw all my brother’s bus tickets on the fire in anger.  My brother cannot remember this but I can.   

Both of us collected postage stamps and I still have my collection.   

Robertson’s jam/marmalade golly figures.  Again, my mother was a stanch collector of the stickers on the 

marmalade/jam jars and when you had a certain number you could send off for a little figurine.  My 

daughter now has the mini orchestra and football figures my mother collected.  Sadly, today, they are 

considered not to be in good taste but were seen as totally harmless in the Sixties. Reluctantly, I will not 

put a picture on.    

My mum did a lot of knitting.  Mostly by hand and for pleasure.  Around 1960 she bought a knitting 

machine and I can remember in an afternoon she could complete a whole sleeve of a cardigan.  She found 

the speed good but it was not so relaxing to do. She made a lot of doll’s clothes that she would sell at the 

church Christmas fair and also some toys particularly a kangaroo with a little roo in its pouch.   Nicknamed 

by our daughter as a ‘’Bice’’. 
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14                                      Laundry in the 1960s 

My brother was born in 1960 and since I was only 18 months older than him, the prospect of two lots of 

terry nappies to wash (presumably by boiling them) motivated my mother to buy an electric washing 

machine.  It was the only time she ever bought anything on hire purchase (‘the never-never’), knowing she 

could pay for it with the Family Allowance which she would receive for her second child.  She recalled that 

she received 8 shillings a week. 

We were still using the machine into the late 1960s. It had a square lid, made of aluminium with a textured 

pattern of tiny dots in rows.   This lid lifted off and clipped back on as a shelf behind the tub.  Stored in the 

tub was a wringer made of two rubber rollers which would be swung out when the washing machine was 

set up.  

 You filled the tub with hot water and soap (we used Omo powder) and a central paddle moved the laundry 

round. I can’t recall if there was another lid to stop this splashing. 

When it was finished, the laundry must have needed rinsing and I can’t recall how this was done.  Maybe 

the tub had to be emptied and clean water put in? This would seem to limit laundry to one mixed load at a 

session. 

To remove the water, each item was fed into the wringer; the squeezed-out water flowed back into the tub 

and the flattened item plopped onto the shelf behind.  Obviously there was a skill to putting the item into 

the wringer so that it came out as little creased as possible.  I was allowed to help with this when I was 

older and could be trusted not to crush my fingers in the moving rollers.   

It was important to dry all components of the machine carefully before putting it away with the lid back on, 

otherwise it would get mouldy or at least smell very musty next time. 

If it was too wet to hang the washing outside (on a line; no rotary lines then), we had two wooden airing 

racks which squeaked as opened them to their full height. 

In about 1970 my mother took a part-time job and we got a twin tub washing machine.  Washing in soapy 

water was carried out in the larger tub while the smaller one was used to rinse each load. Cold water was 

added to the small tub and spun off, with the process repeated until it ran clear into the sink through a 

hose hooked over the edge.  

I should add that we wore each garment for far longer than we do now, so there was far less washing 

generated. As a young child, I definitely did not have clean underwear daily and I can only recall owning 

three summer dresses so these must have been worn for several days each before washing. 



Anon contributor 

 

 

15       Lyn’s birthday party  1960 

and 

Lyn playing with her  brother 

 

 
         Photos courtesy of Lyn Armstrong 

 



 

 

 

 

Refurbished lounge    1963    Red carpet and velvet curtains  

 

 

 

 



         Lynn Armstrong 

 



      16                                      Anon Contributor

 

 



17       Janet Taylor

 

18              Brenda Scott  



 

18.       Brenda and David Scott.  Wedding     1961 
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18.       Brenda and David buy a house.  



 

 

19         Richard Carey  



 

 



20            My life in the sixties,    Wendy Woodhouse 

I left school (Sheffield City Grammar School on Orchard Lane/Leopold Street) in 1960 with not much to my credit.  

That summer I worked on a farm near Shepton Mallet in Somerset and I was determined to go to Agricultural 

College.  However, my parents insisted I went to Secretarial College for a year and that is probably the best thing 

that could have happened to me.  I went to Westbourne Secretarial College at Broomhill and it gave me a trade 

which would stand me in very good stead.  I started work with the Halifax Building Society on the corner of Surrey 

Street and Norfolk Street as a shorthand typist in June 1961.   This was my first full time job.  I had, of course, like 

most other kids, been a paper girl from the age of 11  and also worked in shops on Saturdays from being 14. 

My wages were £30 per month (a very good wage for a 17 year old girl in those days) and I had to hand these over to 

my Mother intact!!  I was not old enough and had not earned the right to “pay my board”.   Out of the £30 my 

Mother gave me back £6 for myself as spending money for the month or 30/- per week.   However, she did provide 

all my food including packing up and also all my clothes.  One night a week I went to night school, going straight from 

work and my Mother gave me 3/- to buy a meal out.   I went to Davy's on Fargate and invariably had a prawn 

omelette and chips – my Mother didn't go in for “fancy” cooking so I took this opportunity to live the high life!! 

It was whilst I was working at the Halifax that I attended my first Dinner Dance!!!   Wow! How grown up I felt.  It was 

held at the Hathersage Inn. 

During the early 60's we still regularly experienced pea-soupers – smog.  I recall one occasion when I left work and 

had to literally feel my way along the buildings on Surrey Street to be able to get to the bus on Leopold Street (Lord 

knows why buses were still running!).  I managed to do this until I got to the top of Fargate and then had to 

somehow find my way without the help of buildings, across to the other side and on to Leopold Street.   But there 

again, so did everyone else and I suppose everyone just pulled together and co-operated.   

Even though I had left school and was working, my parents were reluctant to let me go very far.   So the big night out 

for me was the dance on Saturday nights at St. Columba's in Crosspool.   I also went to the Youth Club there where I 

had been going since the late 50's.  Soon, however, I was itching to spread my wings and managed to persuade them 

to let me go to the Locarno at the bottom of London Road on Friday nights.   This was thought to be the better night 

because on Saturday, the dancing had to stop by midnight so as not to go into Sunday!!  Not that it made much 

difference to me anyway because I had to catch the last bus home which was at ten to eleven from Leopold Street.   

In 1961 as soon as I was 17 I took out a provisional driving licence and started learning to drive.  A friend of my 

Father taught me and  my brother (who was only 20 months older than I was) and  a friend (who was only three 

years older) took me out in their cars to practise.  I only had one lesson with a driving school which was the hour 

before my test to enable me to use their car for the test.  I am happy to say that I passed first time.  Of course, it was 

much easier than now as there was so much less traffic.  It was, in any case, a long time before I owned my own car.   

I met my husband in 1963 at the Nether Edge Dance Hall and we became engaged the following year.   We 

immediately started to save up and in November 1964 we bought our first house.  Having worked at the Halifax 

Building Society I knew that I never wanted to rent – I thought it was “dead money”.  We spent every evening and 

weekend decorating the house in preparation for our Wedding the following year and on Saturday the 3rd April 1965 

we tied the knot at St. John's Ranmoor.  Strangely enough I now live in the cottage which looks straight over to the 

main door of the church – I could never have foreseen that.  

About this time I worked for a spell in Manchester (in Brown Street) and travelled daily from Sheffield but the station 

in use at that time was the Victoria Station – in fact I don't think I had even been to the Midland Station. 

At that time you received (or at least your husband received) a tax refund as he would get a married man's 

allowance which was back dated to the beginning of the year and so everyone tried to get married on the last 

Saturday before the year end.  Because of this it was difficult to get anywhere for the Reception.   Queenie Stokes 

was the Landlady at the Crosspool Tavern and she offered to cater for us.  She only ever catered for two Wedding 

Receptions – ours and the older brother of a friend.   We were allowed a maximum of 40 guests and the cost per 

head was 6/6d which is 32 ½p, in today's money. 



My dress cost £20 which I bought from a shop at the top of Fargate, and I had a grey suit to go away in.  I chose grey 

so that I would be able to wear it for work afterwards.  Our honeymoon was four days in London. 

My parents bought us a second hand dining suite and his parents bought us a carpet.  My husband's two 

grandmothers bought us an easy chair each – we only furnished one room.  The previous owners left us a double 

bed – the wife had not wanted to take it because her Mother had died in it!! But beggars can't be choosers so we 

said “Thank you very much”.  My uncle worked for Wigfalls in Nottingham and he offered us a second hand 

television for £2 but we couldn't afford to have it.  We didn't buy things on tick then.   If you didn't have the money 

you just didn't have it. 

Shortly after we were married, my husband started to travel further and further with his job.   He was a 

Commissioning Engineer with the CEGB (Central Electricity Generating Board).   He worked at various Power Stations 

– Drax, Runcorn, Tilbury etc – so we had to be prepared to leave Sheffield.  By 1966 we were living in Dartford, my 

husband was travelling to Tilbury and I was working in London.  I had to take a bus, a mainline train and a tube to get 

to work and back but I rather enjoyed certain aspects.  I worked in Salisbury Square, just off Fleet Street and as I had 

always been interested in history, I found it fascinating to spend my lunch break wandering around the streets and 

alleyways and I spent many happy hours in the Records Office on Fetter Lane.   

We rented a lady's front room in Dartford – she had other lodgers besides us.  One was an elderly gentleman who 

had the “box room” on the first floor and the other double bedroom was rented by a chap called John who had been 

in the Korean War.  He had been captured and tortured in a Labour Camp.  I once caught sight of his upper body as 

he went into the bathroom and it was most dreadfully scarred.  I have never forgotten that. 

Sometime after this episode we went to live in Selby and had “digs” at the George Hotel there which was close to 

Eggborough Power Station where my husband worked and I worked in Woodhouse Square in Leeds, travelling by 

train each day.   It was curious to note that my train fare each day was 2/6d for a return ticket Selby to Leeds.  

However, on a Friday because I went straight to Sheffield from work, the one-way ticket should have been 2/9d!!!  

Needless to say, I still bought a return ticket to save the 3d. 

Living in “digs” was not to my liking when we had a perfectly good home of our own in Sheffield so I took a 

permanent job working as a legal secretary for Messrs. H. Shelley Barker and Son.   My husband travelled daily 

though as he was by this time working for a Power Station much closer to home (I forget which one) it worked out 

reasonably well.  I worked at the top of Angel Street on the opposite corner to C & A (I think it was called Yorkshire 

Bank Chambers but am not 100% sure).   We overlooked the building of the Hole in the Road. 

This came to an end in 1968 when our first child was born in September of that year.  My husband's job started to 

take him further afield again and his next placing was at Rugeley Power Station.  He rented a shack (described as a 

holiday cottage) for us in the middle of Cannock Chase in September of the following year when our son was one 

year old.   The shack was rectangular and was made from “clapboard”.  It was divided in the middle with the left 

hand half being the living room and the right  hand half being divided again into two bedrooms.  The toilet block was 

some distance away.  In the middle of the living room was a  “pot-bellied” stove.   It was a very wet September and 

the insides of the walls dripped with water.  My son tripped and fell against the stove with his hand.  I ran with him 

in a pushchair, all the way to Rugeley hospital which was four miles away.   Needless to say our sojourn in Cannock 

Chase came to an abrupt end. 

The following year in June 1970 our daughter was born but by this time my husband was working at Pembroke 

Power Station and we had rented a holiday flat at Freshwater East.  I had moved down to Wales when six months 

pregnant.   The nearest shops to the holiday flats (which were empty other than us) were two and a half miles away 

in Lamphey, which meant a five mile round trip with an eighteen month old in a pushchair.  Pembroke itself was four 

miles away.  After our daughter was born in Sheffield (I had to come back to Yorkshire for the birth in case she had 

been a boy!!) and I went back to Wales, I made sure we were able to get one of the CEGB tied houses in Monckton 

on the fringes of Pembroke.   Whilst there I made friends with two other girls, Carol and Jacky and  I am still in touch 

with them now.   I would occasionally borrow the car from my husband which was a Ford Zephyr and which had 

bench seats.   We packed three women, seven children, three pushchairs and everything needed for a day out into 

the one car and went down to the beach.   Happy days, happy memories. 



21       Nicky Husband’s mother encouraged her to keep a scrap book.      

Here are copies of some of the pages

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


